For information on the North Tyneside Jewish Community and congregations, see <a href="http://www.jewishgen.org/jcr-uk/Community/northtyneside.htm">North Tyneside</a> on JCR-UK. For Cemeteries Details, see the following on the IAJGS International Jewish Cemetery Project: <ul>
  <li><a href="england/north-shields-tyne-a-wear.html">North Shields</a>;</li>
  <li><a href="england/whitley-bay-tyne-a-wear.html">Whitley Bay</a>;</li>
  and</ul> <em><strong>Hazelrigg Cemetery</strong></em>, see under <a href="england/newcastle-upon-tyne-tyne-a-wear.html">Newcastle upon Tyne</a>.}